SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Using GPU-acceleration to
Reduce Wildfire Risk

Climate change and population growth have caused an
increased risk to communities from catastrophic wildfires.
In order to mitigate these risks, Utility companies must
proactively identify vulnerable areas, prioritize vegetation
management, and harden both landscape and facilities in
these areas. In addition, preemptive measures, including
de-energizing lines during high fire conditions, will
require unprecedented community outreach.

fire weather conditions with strong dry winds, these
clearances are not sufficient to prevent falling tree
branches from hitting high voltage lines. Additional
provisions that Utility companies must now implement
include more aggressive de-energizing of power
when conditions warrant. This will affect people and
organizations that rely on electrical power for critical
services.

Because they are facing environmental changes without
reliable prior precedents, Utility companies must also
reorganize their internal processes to enable more rapid
learning from the data which they collect. This will require
new IT architectures which allow information to flow
between previously isolated systems, and which support
both situational awareness and data science workflows.
The volumes of data to be managed are so large that
the efficiency and interoperability of tools become
critical to success. In particular, Utility companies must
consider how to leverage graphical processing units, or
GPUs, which have become essential to both real-time
interactivity and machine learning workflows.

State and utility mitigation efforts including:
• Notification of power transmission problems
• Heightened monitoring and surveillance of powerlines
during wildfire weather conditions including additional
cameras and patrols
• Applications of fire retardant around lines near 		
vulnerable communities during fire weather conditions
as warranted
• Replacing poles and hardening the electrical 		
transmission system in fire-prone areas
• Notifying community, critical services, fire agencies, 		
and others of power shutdowns when they are being
considered

Current Situation

Like many organizations, Utility companies have siloed
systems that support each department in their mission.
For example, transmission utilizes a SCADA system,
distribution a DMS and engineering an ERP. Depending
on where a system is purchased, data tends to reside in
that division and may at times be transferred or extracted,
transformed and loaded (ELT) into external systems. This
is true for geospatial data as well as information about

California Public Utility Commission regulations, for
instance, require a 4-foot overhead clearance throughout
the year. For transmission lines over 200kV, additional
federal requirements apply (NERC FAC-003-4). There
are also pole clearance requirements when equipment
could cause electrical arcing. However, during extreme

geospatial features. For example, a switch will have a
record in the ERP, SCADA, GIS and a real-time feed from
sensors.
While these systems work well on a day-to-day basis, their
limitations become clear during an emergency. A holistic
view or common operation picture (COP) is needed to
not only visualize the entire system on one map but to do
predictive analytics to better respond to fast-changing
circumstances.

Whether it is planning mitigation or responding to an
emergency, Utility companies need a single geographic
view and platform. Traditional GIS implementations are
good at building and managing assets that are relatively
fixed. They cannot handle extremely large dataset or
data that quickly changes over time such as sensor data.
Bringing GIS data together with other geospatial data in
a fast platform such as OmniSci allows for fast queries,
analysis, and viewing.
These datasets can include:

One View
Conventional utility fire planning has focused on
vegetation clearance requirements and cyclical
maintenance schedules. We believe a more
comprehensive view is required. Vegetation interacts with
utility operations at several different spatial scales, and
monitoring these conditions appropriately could increase
utility planning and management capabilities by reducing
risks while optimizing cost. We propose three general
scales: clearance areas, fall-in buffers, and fire hazard
zones. The first scale is legally-required and requires highresolution data management, often including ground
survey and 3D LIDAR data. The fall-in zone extends out
from utility equipment by canopy height. The principal
concerns in this area include vegetation health, which
requires multispectral imagery to assess at scale. The fire
hazard zone can extend to much larger areas since the
risk includes fire events from lightning strikes and human
causes and not only utility equipment. Standard available
fire models simulate spread in 2D across the terrain,
although they are increasingly parameterized using aerial
LIDAR. The primary concerns in this zone are ignition risk,
potential rate of fire spread and potential flame length.
Spread and flame length are strongly correlated and
affect potential control responses. In addition to terrain
and fire history, fire models consider fuel loads and fuel
moisture and winds. They thus require both static and
dynamic inputs. In planning practice, it is common to
operate such models based on historic weather patterns,
whereas in emergency situations they are often run using
field weather data stations.
It is important for Utility companies to implement systems
designed to support day-to-day functions. What is
needed, however, is a fast and flexible platform to quickly
integrate disparate data into a common platform during
emergencies. Specific tasks can still be performed at
the division level but integrating information and seeing
results quickly can be the difference between life and
death. This requirement is especially important for a
Vegetation Management System in support of preventing
or mitigating damages from wildfires.
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Taking a holistic model of the environment enables Utility
companies to model future events, as well as to optimize
resource allocation for the best return on investment.

In this demo screenshot, OmniSci is used to chart telecommunication network
latency and render a heatmap of over 5 million network events over Northern
California.

Using OmniSci to visualize fire detection data from NOAA satellites.

Vegetation Management System
The lack of a holistic view of the utility’s network is most
evident during a disaster. Information about the network,
weather, vegetation, at-risk populations, trucks and more
needs to be available quickly and modeled for proactive
actions. But even before a disaster, an integrated view of
data can prevent problems before they occur. Vegetation
Management is one such application.
Utility companies need to look at not just healthy
vegetation growth but areas where stressful conditions
create weak or dead vegetation. Using imagery and
buffers/zones around critical infrastructure can identify
at-risk areas even before crews visually identify such
issues. Combining information from field crews, sensors,
imagery, weather & fire models, and maintenance
records, a proactive plan can be developed to implement
the correct vegetation management practices while
combining efforts to reduce costs. During an emergency,
these same datasets are critical for fast queries enabling
rapid response. As the situation evolves in an emergency,
models can be rerun and integrated back into the system
for updated analysis and response.
A 2D vegetation management system is an excellent
way to start bringing in disparate systems to identify
and prioritize vegetation management projects. Using
OmniSci, a GPU-accelerated analytics platform powering

sub-second queries on tens of millions of rows of
geospatial data, Utility companies can leverage crossdivision information to make critical decisions to prevent
catastrophic wildfires.

OmniSci’s fully-interactive dashboard of tree-level vegetation assets,
nearly 700,000, in the city of New York.

OmniSci has been used to develop a fully-interactive
dashboard of tree-level vegetation assets in the City
of New York. Unlike conventional platforms, which
get sluggish and unresponsive at tens to hundreds of
thousands of points, OmniSci has the demonstrated
capacity to perform interactive analysis on billions of
points. Given that Utility company can easily estimate
over 100 million trees within a fall-in distance of its
network, it is important to consider a solution which has
the core capacity to scale to the required magnitude.

Wildfire Risk Analysis & Response
Readily available satellite data can be used to understand
the general characteristics of the vegetation around Utility
company facilities. However, to understand specific risk in
order to rank levels of severity of the risk, a combination
of imagery and modeling capabilities are needed. These
risks will vary by season and based on vegetation health,
growing patterns and proximity to at-risk equipment.
Optimizing predictive wildfire risk modeling relies on
specific data, including:
• Accurate facility data from pole-to-pole data with 		
current and historical information
• The recent treatment of facilities
• Current LIDAR data to identify tree encroachment to 		
powerlines
• Weather and moisture monitoring sites such as the
ones being developed by the San José State 		
University’s Fire Weather Research Laboratory
• Correct goals and objectives, not just regulatory 		
requirements
Results from correct modeling has many benefits,
including:
• Prioritized treatment schedules based on risk and the
actual condition of vegetation and assets
• Yearly budget based on forecasting and defense 		
measures
• Reduction of risks including to facility infrastructure, 		
compliance requirements, financial liabilities, wildfire
damage, concerns, and system reliability
• Measurable results based on decisions and actions 		
taken
• Long-term cost reductions based on potential risks
For example, falling tree branches that knock down power
lines, which then fall into fuel-laden vegetation, has been
determined to be a leading cause of fires. Identifying that
granularity of vegetation growth as well as vegetation
health is possible with advanced datasets including LIDAR
and NIR 4-band imagery. OmniSci’s platform can ingest
this data and provide an intelligence view via a dashboard
and heat map.

Task Order Optimization
With an integrated system of data and models, efficient
and optimized assignment of tasks to crews can aid
in getting work done quickly. Using near real-time
information of assignments against information about
crew capabilities and equipment, allocation of resources
supports the mission rather than be a roadblock.

OmniSci can be used to render millions of polygons, such as critical
infrastructure, instantaneously.

Emergency Shutdown Management
During high-risk fire conditions, pre-planned outages
can dramatically reduce the risk of equipment caused
ignition. Understanding and tracking in real-time system
loads as they relate to at-risk populations is necessary
to minimize inconvenience and prevent unintended
consequences. Tying in sensor data, crew information,
device locations with weather and terrain data enables
smarter decisions that limit customer issues while
protecting critical infrastructure. OmniSci platform brings
fast spatiotemporal queries across siloed databases
enabling lightning-fast results for emergency response
operators.

Bringing Spatiotemporal Data to
Decision Making
OmniSci platform works with data directly, with no need
to aggregate or simplify. This gives Utility companies
unprecedented information at button push for allocating
resources to reduce wildfire risks. With the everincreasing availability of imagery, LIDAR, sensor, GPS
and information, it is no longer an educated guess on
where to send crews. With OmniSci, you know where the
greatest risk is and how to best mitigate it.
To learn more about OmniSci, visit omnisci.com.
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